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A list of some common Key Performance Indicators to measure the effectiveness of digital marketing efforts.

Impressions
An impression is a view of an asset. When you see an ad in a social media feed, it counts as an impression. When
you have one impression on Search, it means your ad showed up in search results.
check Good for: awareness

Views
A view is like an impression but is used for video ads. It’s when a user watches at least 30 seconds of your video ad.
check Good for: awareness

Reach
The reach means the number of people you have reached with your campaigns.
check Good for: awareness

Clicks
A click is when someone clicks on a post, an ad or a link.
check Good for: awareness, interest, acquisition, action, retention

CPM
The Cost per Mille is the cost spent for a thousand impressions. It is useful to compare different advertising channels,
especially non-digital like Facebook vs TV for example.
check Good for: awareness

CPV
The Cost per View is the cost of an advertisement by the total number of views. Ideal to compare different channels
like the CPM.
check Good for: awareness

CTR
The Click-Through Rate is the number of clicks that your ad receives divided by the number of times your ad is
shown: clicks / impressions = CTR.
check Good for: awareness, interest, acquisition, action, retention

CPC
Cost Per Click stands for the price paid for a click in a pay-per-click (PPC) advertising on a digital marketing platform.
The CPC helps to understand how much one click costs.
check Good for: interest, acquisition, action, retention

This list is non exhaustive
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Users
A user is a person using your services or visiting your web pages.
New Users
A new user is a person that will come visit your site the first time. In some analytics tools like Google Analytics, a
new user is differentiated from a user coming multiple times.
Sessions, Visits
A session or a visit occurs when a user navigates through one or several web pages.
Time on site
Time on site, also known as session duration, is the total amount of time that someone spends navigating through
your website.
Bounce
A bounce occurs when a user opens a single page on your site and then exits without triggering any other requests
to the Analytics server during that session.
Bounce Rate
The bounce rate is a percentage calculated from single-page sessions (bounces) divided by all sessions. High
bounce rate can be seen on Single page websites, Landing pages or Blog pages.
Contacts
The number of contacts you got from a contact form or other contact methods.
Registrations
The number of users who signed up on newsletter forms or web application registration forms for example.
Conversion
A conversion is counted when a user performs a goal you set. It’s key actions website users take which convert
them into customers, leads, or subscribers. Conversions can be a sign up, a page viewed, a click or any other event
you wish to record as such.
Sales or Leads
A sale is when you earn money after a user action or simply when you perform a sale. A lead is when someone
enters your sales cycle and you need to convert him.
ROI
The Return On Investment helps measuring how well an investment has performed by comparing the initial
investment and the value generated from it. Formula is (profit - cost) / cost.
ROAS
The Return on Ad Spend corresponds to the
earned for every CHF spent on a campaign.

ROI for Advertising Spendings. It is the amount of revenue that is

Social engagement
Social media engagement measures the public shares, likes and comments for an online business' social media efforts.
This list is non exhaustive

